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Abstract
Different management techniques need to be used to solve the special problems and challenges faced in emergency departments (EDs). These include
SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis, lean management, process management, change management, and syntegration. A
successful leader of an ED needs to use elements from industrial management techniques, especially those involving work that takes place in a constant flow
and does not stop. A process of strategic reorganization may be needed.
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Introduction
Different management techniques need to be used to solve the special problems and challenges faced in emergency departments (EDs).
These include SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats) analysis, lean management, process management, change
management, and syntegration (1-6). A successful leader of an ED
needs to use elements from industrial management techniques,
especially those involving work that takes place in a constant flow
and does not stop (7). A process of strategic reorganization may be
needed.
The process should start with a SWOT analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats faced by the ED (1).
This should also include an analysis of the hospital itself. A common
problem with the hospital structure is an inefficient “silo” or “island”
command and control structure. This means that other specialty
medical departments operate alone, focusing on their own work, ignoring the other departments, and not coordinating activities. These
operational silos or islands can result in a huge loss of efficiency (6, 7).
A detailed examination must also be performed of ED strategic goals,
current working practices, interfaces between the ED and other departments, staffing, and resources.

A common challenge expected is creating ED working systems in
which work flows. This is important to prevent long waiting times
and to deal with the large numbers of patients who need medical
care. The science of creating a flow of work is a part of the management tool called lean management. This is a science that is used
in manufacturing industries, including the automobile industry
(8). Sometimes, doctors do not like being compared with workers
from the automobile industry. But the leader of an ED must have
an open mind and be ready to learn from even non-medical science.
As an example of lean management in EDs, I will describe the First
View concept (5, 6) that I implemented in Germany.
The patient arrives and undergoes triage by a specially trained nurse.
In the First View concept (7), a senior physician then makes an initial
examination of the patient in a first view. After this provisional diagnosis of the patient, the senior physician then delegates systematic
diagnostic and treatment work to junior physicians and laboratories,
etc.
The initial treatment and diagnostics tasks are performed while the
laboratory tests are ordered. When this process is completed, the senior physician then reviews the case and makes a decision about admitting the patient to an in-house medical department, transferring
to intermediate care, or discharging home.
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The key is that different types of work continue constantly and simultaneously on large numbers of patients. The goal is that working
processes should not stop while another work is being carried out.
To deal with the large numbers of patients with minor illnesses or
injuries, a Fast Track Unit was created. It comprised an experienced
physician who was qualified to not only quickly treat small ailments
but also identify patients with serious illnesses who were not recognized by the triage nurse.
Such processes must be supported by intelligent information technology to give an overview of the status of each patient and to reduce the time needed for administrative tasks to a minimum. IT systems are available that give an overview of where patients are, how
long they have been waiting, and what processes they are waiting for
or are undergoing (8, 6).
The ED is a very complex organization. But the leader needs to think
in simple terms, using techniques from industry, especially automobile production, to assess resources (9).
In industry, these terms are hardware, software, peopleware, and
brainware (6).
Hardware is the hard equipment and buildings that the ED possesses. Software is not computer software but the professional skills of
the ED personnel.
Peopleware is naturally the doctors, nurses, and other support personnel.
Brainware is the benefit the department has created; it is the ED’s
expertise, capability, and experience that it has created by working
together.
Probably, the tool of total quality management (10, 11) will also be
needed to assess quality, to achieve mastery through perfection in
detail, to achieve standards of care, and to recognize errors and create systems to avoid them.
Introducing a change is a management technique that is common
in other industries. The ED leader must consider the expertise developed when other industries underwent changes; this is known as
change management.
Announcing that a change will take place, either inside the ED or in
the hospital itself, is often only of little use. There could be passive
and active resistance to plans from an ED leader for a change, both
inside the ED and in other hospital departments. Instead, change
management is needed. This is the science of introducing a change
including when change may be resisted.
The change management tool requires clear leadership. The playing
field and rules must be clearly defined. A detailed analysis must be
made of a working process and everyone and everything involved
in it. A detailed plan must then be made of the change. The process
must be systematic and not intuitive, like in the additional management technique of project management.
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One or many projects should be created in detail to define and implement the change. Each stage of change implementation is made
clear, and the role of every personnel involved is made transparent. The fear of change can be removed by understanding why and
what change is needed and that many things in the department are
changing.
A clear time schedule is also created for the preparation and implementation of the change process. This gives the ED leader a detailed
overview of the change process: its progress, lack of progress, and
causes of delays.
The goal should be to establish the ED as a center of excellence that
ultimately helps the hospital to achieve its strategic goals.
EDs and emergency physicians work on an orientation on function.
This means faster work, with better organization than some other
hospital departments that operate as silos or operational islands.
An answer to solve the problem of working with other departments is
the management tool of syntegration presented by Anthony Stafford
Beer (1). Syntegration means synergy and integration. This means
creating a close link between the ED and other hospital departments
by making use of networking, complexity, agility, communications,
empowerment, self-reflection, and creative tensions.
An ED can create benefit for all involved in the hospital and for patients (9). It can become a center of excellence for the hospital, moving away from being purely regarded as a cost center to becoming
a competence center that establishes the treatment patterns and
helps steer the hospital to strategic success.
By implementing all these management tools, the ED as a corporate
center of excellence can create added, shared value. The ED moves
from being a cost center to being a profit and competence center
inside the hospital network (6, 10, 12).

Conclusion
A mix of different management techniques must be used to solve the
special problems and challenges faced in EDs. No single technique
is enough. A successful leader of an ED needs to use elements from
industrial management techniques, especially those involving work
that takes place in a constant flow and does not stop. Techniques
must also be used for change management and for Syntegration
with the aim of making the ED a centre of corporate excellence.
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